The effect of response frequency on cognitive brain activity during an alertness task.
A required response forces the brain to react overtly on a stimulus. This may be a factor that influences cognitive activity during a task, as it could facilitate for instance alertness, especially in tasks that are relatively easy. In the current article, we therefore tested the hypothesis that response frequency affects cognitive brain activity in an alertness task. In this 3T functional MRI study, healthy volunteers performed a continuous performance task with three conditions with increasing response frequency. Only scans during presentation of non-targets were analyzed, to exclude activity related to the change in frequency in response selection and motor responses between conditions. To evaluate changes in cognitive brain activity, a network analysis was performed based on two main networks including regions with task-induced activation and task-induced deactivation. We tested for differences in brain activity as an effect of target frequency. Performance results indicated no effect of target frequency on accuracy or reaction time. During non-targets, we found significant signal changes in TID for all three conditions, whereas TIA showed no significant signal changes in any condition. Target frequency did not have a significant effect on the level of signal change at network level, as well as at individual region level. Our study showed predominantly deactivation during non-responses in all three task conditions. Furthermore, our results indicate that response frequency does not influence brain activity during an alertness task. Our results provide additional information relevant for the understanding of the neurophysiological implementation of cognitive control or alertness.